Student Awards:
Ashley Santoro, an undergraduate researcher, received the 2020 Barry Goldwater Scholarship. The scholarship is highly competitive—only 396 students received funding this year out of 1,140 nominated. Ashley Santoro is a biomedical sciences and biomedical engineering major.

More Student Awards:
- Cortin S. Fort, received the DG Foundation Scholarship
- Elizabeth Burthe is NASA Research Fellow (Dr. Lori G. Fajardo mentorship)
- Yuun Li-Su received NASA Scholarship
- Grecenor Dreger is selected as a candidate for the Lawrenceville Bowl competition
- Jennifer Furchus-Readman received an award at the AEI Fall 2020 meeting

Faculty Research Funding:
MSU Faculty Eric Dara and his team selected among the 8 for a Solar Research Awards from the U.S. Department of Energy.

Faculty Research Paper Highights:
- Prof. Thomas at research at the Science Advocacy Cover Story
- UCF’s Department of Energy News

Faculty Awards:
- Dr. Crawford: for being recognized as a 2021 Faculty Excellence Women’s History Month Honoree
- Prof. J. Wohlgemuth: - Dissertation, and RUG is elected as a Fellow, Department of Atmospheric Sciences
- Prof. Payal Sinha: received the 2020 Emerging Award from the American Astronomers and Engineers Association (ASAE)

Alumni in News:
UCF Alumni Alum on a mission to Create 3D-Printable Community Health Ambassadors in India (while providing free foods to female survivors)

A picture taken at the ABSA (African Biosphere and Science) Sustainable Community Development Trust located in Malawi, Malawi’s capital. Dr. Fuchthold’s visit on February 02, 2021